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Preface 
 

                   True Corporation Public Company Limited and its subsidiaries (collectively, the 
“Company”) endeavors to operate its businesses by adhering to the principle of righteousness, 
by respecting relevant laws, rules and regulations as well as by focusing on the principles of 
good governance, social responsibility and anti-corruption. With our commitment to create 
value for our society, organization and employees, which is the norm of the Company’s 4C 
organizational culture, i.e., being Caring, Credible, Creative and Courageous, the Company has 
prepared this “Code of Conduct” manual. 

This “Code of Conduct” manual mentions the main values, business ethics and 
practices for the Company’s directors, executives and employees. It covers 7 main sections, 
including personal conduct and our work environment, protecting our Company assets, 
customer relations, fair dealing with others, working with the government, anti-corruption and 
anti-money laundering. All these 7 sections are connected and related to everyone who carries 
out missions for the organization. 

Even though these morals and guidelines do not raise every specific situation or 
establish the rules for every single case, they set ethical standards that the Company applies in 
its business operation so that the directors, executives and employees are able to consider and 
carry out their duties correctly and honestly. 

The Company’s board of directors aims to make this Code of Conduct the 
guidelines of practices for all directors, executives and employees. Thus, we ask for everyone’s 
cooperation to learn, understand and follow this Code of Conduct, which will not only maintain 
the morals and ethics of the Company, but also continue to bring value and happiness to all 
practitioners and related parties. 
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Chapter 1 
Organizational Culture 

The Company’s values, which are expressed in daily life and are the guidelines for 
carrying out duties, are the principles that push the organization forward and allow it to gain 
trust continually. These 4 main values comprise the following organizational culture: 

 

Caring :  Feel sympathy for each other 
           Put yourself in other people’s shoes. Feel the happiness and sufferings of others 
           Care about the public as much as yourself 

     Since we are all connected and rely on one another. 
 
Credible :  Reliable and Moral 
         Have the sense of right and wrong. Responsible for actions and duties 
         Dependable, honest and truthful 
         Capable enough to perform your roles and duties 
 
Creative :  Creative and Learning constantly  
          Innovative, open to learn and accept criticism 

     Which is the foundation of sustainable creativity                 
     For valuable and quality co-living 

  
Courageous :  Dare to take action  

   Make a difference for the greater good 
        Dare to think and do the right thing for public interests 
        Dare to take responsibility with courage, resulting in learning and seeing the truth  

   Since courage allows you to confront adversity and see the truth.                            
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Chapter 2 
The Guideline to Follow the Code of Conduct 

1. Directors and all employees of the Company must follow the Code of Conduct: 

“Director”    means any person appointed as a company director, whose name is listed in  

                    the effective company registration issued by the Department of Business  
                    Development, Ministry of Commerce. 

“Employee” means any person working under an employment contract or as being  
                    designated under work regulations and under every position, from executive  

                    level/equivalent and downwards of the Company. 

“Everyone”  means Directors and Employees of the Company. 

2. Instructions for following this Code of Conduct: 

2.1 Everyone has the duty to follow this Code of Conduct and to support compliance with 
this Code of Conduct, and not to neglect or ignore non-compliance. 

2.2 Everyone should understand the contents relevant to their own duties and 
responsibilities. Furthermore, Everyone should update their knowledge and 
understanding regularly. 

2.3 Everyone should cooperate with the investigation of truth by the assigned persons 
when there is an accusation of non-compliance with this Code of Conduct. The 
process must be fair for the accused, the accuser and other affected parties. 

2.4 Employees should immediately report violations to their supervisor or to the Human 
Resources Compliance & Assurance. The Company shall accept the case which will 
be investigated justly and confidentially. 

2.5 In cases of uncertainty, the Employee should ask or consult with their supervisor or 
the Human Resources Compliance & Assurance with each subject in this Code of 
Conduct. 
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2.6 The supervisors at all levels must assume responsibility for compliance with this 
Code of Conduct and must enhance work environment to make the Employees and 
related parties understand that following this Code of Conduct is the right thing to do. 

3 The report of violation with this Code of Conduct: 

A person who witnesses has reason to believe that there has been a violation or non-
compliance with this Code of Conduct can report it, or send a written complaint to, the 
following persons: 

3.1 His direct supervisor 

3.2 In case that the violation or non-compliance with this Code of Conduct arises from 
his supervisor, the case must be reported to a higher superior. 

4 The process after receiving a complaint: 
4.1 The gathering of facts 

      After receiving a complaint, forward it to HR Department to gather the facts 
concerning the violation or non-compliance with this Code of Conduct. 

4.2 Information processing and scrutinizing 

     The HR Department will be in charge of processing and scrutinizing the information in 
order to consider the appropriate action to be taken for each matter. 

4.3 The setting of measures for action 

       The HR Department will take steps to stop the violation or non-compliance with this 
Code of Conduct and to alleviate the damage for the affected person by considering 
the measures in order to take action in accordance with the disciplines and 
disciplinary actions in the work regulations of the Company. 

 For important matters such as ones that affect the reputation, image or financial 
status of the Company, or are in conflict with the Company’s business operation 
policies, or are concerned with senior executives, etc., the HR Department must 
report such cases to the Corporate Governance Committee. 
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4.4 Report of the resolution 

        When the complainant has revealed his/her identity, he/she will be notified of the 
resolution of the matter. 

5 The measures to protect and alleviate the damage for the complainant   

The complainant will be protected according to the criteria for the protection of 
complainant and related parties in the work regulations of the Company as follows: 

5.1 The complainant is acting in good faith. 

5.2 Shall keep such matter confidential and shall not disclose it to unrelated parties 

5.3 Shall not pursue the matter in consideration for any reward or penalty  

5.4 Shall not force or threaten the complainant either directly or indirectly 

5.5 If the supervisor of such complainant treats complainant with retaliation due to the 
report, the complaint or the giving of opinions, the Company will consider that the 
supervisor has violated the Company’s policy and the supervisor shall be 
reprimanded as appropriate. 

6 Showing a disregard for this Code of Conduct 

Everyone has the duty to follow and encourage others to follow this Code of Conduct. The 
following actions are against this Code of Conduct: 

6.1 Violation with this Code of Conduct 

6.2 To recommend, promote or support non-compliance with this Code of Conduct 

6.3 To neglect or ignore the violation or non-compliance with this Code of Conduct in a 
case where the person is aware of or should be aware of such violation or non-
compliance  

6.4 To refuse to cooperate or to hinder the investigation of facts regarding the violation or 
non-compliance with this Code of Conduct 

6.5 To act unjustly against the complainant  
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       Everyone must understand and strictly follow the Company’s Code of Conduct. In case of 
violation, you shall receive a disciplinary action according to the work regulations established 
by the Company and may be punished according to law. 
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Chapter 3 
Code of Conduct 

Section 1: Personal Conduct and Our Work Environment 

Basic Missions 

Employees should realize that the safe, ethical and respectful work environment starts 
from the fact that everyone is responsible for their own actions and conducts business in an 
honest and moral manner by strictly following the Company’s policies and Code of Conduct. 
Non-compliance may result in disciplinary actions. 

Code of Conduct 
1) Employees must honor, cooperate with and provide assistance to suppliers, 

agencies, business partners, consultancies, contractors and contract parties 
(collectively, the “Vendors”) and customers, other employees and people in general. 

2) Employees must not dishonor, insult or slander the Company and other employees. 
Also, Employees must not inappropriately claim to be the representative of the 
Company or other employees. 

3) Employees must not insult, abuse, threaten, discriminate, sexually harass or commit 
an act of indecency towards customers, vendors, other employees and people in 
general.   

4) Employees must not appropriate, search for, use or disclose the Company’s records, 
data, funds, properties or information, whether they are proprietary or not, unless 
otherwise instructed by their supervisor. 

5) Employees must not use the properties or funds of vendors and customers, search 
for, use or disclose the data or details about other employees or outsiders such as 
partners and customers who are in contact with the Company with trust. 

6) Employees must not intervene, eavesdrop, invigilate or record conversations, data 
transfers or soundless communications or reveal the data or words from the use of 
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telephone or communication equipment which belongs to the customer or the 
Company unless otherwise permitted by the customer or the Company, or by law. 

7) Employees must not misbehave or commit dishonest or fraudulent acts. 
8) Employees must not intake any alcohol beverage or use any illegal drug, or be 

intoxicated during working hours.  
9) Employees must not sell, use, possess, distribute or produce any illegal drug or 

controlled substance.  
10) Employees must not inform or give false health information as the reason for 

absence.   
11) Employees must not possess, carry or use a gun or any weapon when on the 

Company’s property or while working for the Company unless it is essential for work 
and approval from Office of the National Security Council has been obtained. 

12) Employees must not gamble while on the Company’s property or while on duty. 
13) Employees must not use the Company’s resources or working time for purposes 

unrelated to the Company. 
14) Employees must not accept from customers or vendors, or lead customers or 

vendors to believe that they should offer, gratuities. If a customer or vendor is the 
one who offers the gratuity, Employees must politely refuse it and explain that it is 
against the Company’s policy. 

15) Employees must clearly show the staff ID card at all times while on the Company’s 
property and must present this card to customers when assigned as the Company’s 
representative to work at the premises of customers. 

16) Employees must respect, obey and give honor to their supervisor.  
17) Employees must not take sides with any party and must create a friendly relationship 

between employees. 
18) Employees must work with honesty. 
19) Employees must constantly develop themselves so as to be equipped with the 

knowledge required for their duties. 
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1. Harassment 
It is every Employee’s duty to keep our work environment free of harassment. 

Harassment destroys and debilitates work competency. The most common example of 
harassment is sexual harassment, which is against the law. Thus, every Employee must be 
responsible for their own actions and must not allow harassment to happen to other people as 
well. 

Code of Conduct 
1.1 Employees must respect other people and must not act in a satirical, contemptuous, 

threatening, menacing or arrogant manner. 
1.2 Employees must not incite, slander or make fun of other people which causes or 

intends to cause disharmony. 

2. Sexual Harassment 

Definition  
Sexual harassment means any action or behavior which shows or suggests the offer to 

have a sexual relationship, and that action or behavior will affect the decision concerning 
personnel management, e.g., employment, performance assessment, remuneration, task 
assignment, work schedule management, employment status or career progression. It also 
includes sexual oppression, deprivation or resistance, sexual abuse and intimidation against 
any person in the workplace. 

 Some examples of sexual harassment are unwelcome courtship, the use of words or 
actions or gestures which suggest sexual behaviors or the presentation of items, pictures, 
sounds or any other things which concern sexual matters. 

Code of Conduct 
 Employees must not commit any act of sexual harassment. If an Employee witnesses or 
is aware of sexual harassment, that Employee must immediately report it to their supervisor.   
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3. Non-Discrimination and Equal Opportunity 
Employees should always realize that, for a business to become successful, there must 

be the acceptance of values and the mutual and equal enhancement of abilities. Solidarity in 
the workplace must be created and maintained. Every Employee has an equal opportunity to 
develop their knowledge and ability as well as display their competency. Employees must also 
follow the same principles when dealing with every partner according to the Company’s policies 
and related laws.  

Definition 

 Discrimination means treating others unfairly based on personal discretion or 
relationship without regard to their knowledge and ability to perform work. 

Equal opportunity means giving opportunities without discrimination in terms of age, skin 
color, nationality, race, disability, infirmity, gender, religion, birth, marital status, sexual attitude 
or social status. 

          Employment terms include recruitment, permission for leave of absence, benefits, 
employment, remuneration, promotion opportunities, transfer, performance assessment, 
trainings, layoffs and rehiring, participation or involvement in the society and recreational 
activities, compliance with regulations and termination of employment, etc. 

Code of Conduct 
3.1 In the employment process, an Employee who is in charge of selecting candidates 

must consider them based on their knowledge, abilities and suitability without 
discrimination. Also, such Employee must not commit an act which will affect the 
employment status of his/her colleagues or of those who will become new 
employees. 

3.2 In business communications, Employees must not discriminate against customers, 
vendors, competitors, government officials or any person against the law. 

3.3 Employees must encourage handicapped and disabled people, women, young 
people, veterans or other people so that they have an equal opportunity to apply for 
jobs or contact the Company for business purposes. 
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4. Personal Interests 
Outside Activities, Financial Interests, Personal Relationships, and Conflict of Interest 

The Company encourages Everyone to participate in activities and do things that will 
contribute to their personal interests beyond their work responsibility. However, at the same 
time, Everyone should always remember that such actions must not affect their work 
responsibility or their reaching a decision which is accurate, unbiased and in line with the 
Company’s business objectives. Any conflicts of interest may cause problems for the 
Company’s work and Everyone’s own work. The things that will make the Company’s business 
and its employees outstanding is providing maximum benefits for customers, shareholders and 
the Company, as well as avoiding improper use of authority.   

Definition 
 Conflict of Interest means a situation when there is any activity which causes 
Employee’s personal interests to be in conflict with those of the Company, which may lower the 
efficiency, cause financial loss, and create bias in working. Personal interests may include 
outside activities, financial interests or personal relationships. 

 Employee’s personal activities 

 The activities of Employee’s family members which may affect the making of decisions 
in the Company’s best interest. 

 The activities of people who are close to or have a personal relationship with Employees  
which may affect the making of decisions in the Company’s best interest.   

Code of Conduct 
 Everyone must not conduct any business which may trigger conflicts of interest between 
themself and the Company, either directly or indirectly. Instead, Everyone should perform for 
the Company’s maximum benefits without seeking opportunities from their position to gain 
benefits for themself and people close to them. Also, Everyone must try to avoid making any 
transaction which causes conflicts of interest that may have an impact on decision making, or 
any business transaction both in their personal name (or in the name of someone close to them) 
and in the name of an entity of which they are a stakeholder unless such transaction is 
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necessary for the Company’s benefit. In this case, such transaction must be done at arm’s 
length as if done with a third-party, and the stakeholders of such transaction must not be 
involved with its approval. 

4.1 Outside Activities 

Code of Conduct 
4.1.1 To avoid possible conflicts between personal interests and the Company’s 

interests, Everyone must not work for, give advice to or offer help to the Company’s 
competitors. 

4.1.2 Employees must not use the Company’s resources (such as properties, time, funds, 
data, records, intellectual properties or proprietary information, computer software 
and the Company’s name) for outside activities without prior approval. 

4.1.3 Employees must obtain approval from the CEO before accepting appointment as a 
director, manager, managing director or executive director of other business 
organizations. 

4.1.4 Employees must obtain approval from their superior or supervisor who monitors 
compliance with the “Code of Conduct” before exercising authority as the 
Company’s staff member to conduct outside activities. 

4.1.5 Everyone must not personally accept money or any reward from the Company’s 
customers or vendors or any other person for work performed in the name of the 
Company. 

 
4.2 Financial Interests 

Code of Conduct 
4.2.1 Persons who are a Director or executive of the Company (as defined by the 

regulations of the Securities and Exchange Commission), whose spouse or lawful 
dependent child buys, sells or invests in the Company’s securities, must report all 
such transactions to the Company Secretary Department immediately when made. 
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4.2.2 Everyone must not offer or accept offers of personal loans, guarantees, discounts 
or privileges from the Company’s Vendors and competitors. 

4.3.3 Everyone must not force or put pressure on colleagues to give financial support to 
political organizations and must not use the Company’s resources for such 
activities. 

 

4.3 Personal Relationships 

Code of Conduct 
4.3.1 Employees should avoid directing the chain of command of their family members.   
4.3.2 Hiring new employees or transferring employees who are family members is 

required to be transparent and comply with the Company policy. 
4.3.3 Employees must separate work from relationships with family members or those 

who are close to them so as to avoid any act that will benefit each other such as 
assigned missions, supervision and management, performance assessment, 
promotion, decision concerning remuneration and employment approaches, etc. 

4.3.4 In order to avoid possible impropriety, Employees must not cooperate with their 
family members or people who are close to them to conduct business which may 
trigger conflicts of interest with the Company. Employees must reveal relationships 
with family members or any persons which may trigger conflicts of interest with the 
Company by reporting the information to their supervisor. 

Note 
         Family members include spouse, partner, father, mother, stepfather, stepmother, children, 
adopted children, siblings of same blood lineage. 
 
Code of Conduct 
 Those in executive positions must report the details of conflicts of interest as required by 
the Company, or when there is a situation which may trigger conflicts of interest with the 
Company. 
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5. Employee Privacy 
 Employees must respect each other’s privacy and not violate the personal rights of 
colleagues since such action causes disharmony and affects work efficiency. Employees must 
understand that, generally, the Company will not monitor personal communications or the use of 
computers and will not search employees’ workstations. However, the Company may do so at 
any time to protect the Company’s interests. 

Code of Conduct 
5.1 Employees will search for or use personal information of colleagues for the 

Company’s business only when granted permission to do so. 
5.2 Employees will reveal personal information of colleagues as permitted only and will 

reveal it to the authorized person to receive such information for business purpose 
according to the Company’s policies or laws. 

5.3 Employees will gather personal information concerning colleagues to the extent that 
is necessary for efficient business operation only. 

Note  

On some occasions, the Company may conduct service quality checks to benefit 
training, to support supervision or to assess service results. Such checking is lawful. 

Sometimes, the Company needs to search employees’ workplace for the safety of life 
and property of other employees and of the Company. The Company reserves the right to 
search the Company’s properties such as  workstations, desks, cupboards, vehicles, e-mails, 
voice mails, computer files, CDs, the Company’s telephone records and communication 
equipment outside the workplace, etc. 

Normally, the Company will not take its employees’ behaviors outside working hours into 
account unless they negatively affect work or have an impact on the Company’s reputation or 
interests. 
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6. Workplace Safety 
Alcohol and Drug Use, Weapons and Workplace Violence 

The health and safety of Employees, customers, and vendors are more important than 
anything else. Employees should consider the effects of daily work on the Company’s operation 
and not place themself and other people in risky situations unreasonably. Besides, Employees 
should feel safe while at work or working. Therefore, Employees should pay attention to 
workplace safety as well. 

Code of Conduct 
6.1 Employees must comply with the Company’s safety regulations regarding the use of 

tools and equipment as well as work environment. Additionally, Employees must not 
use or assign other people to use equipment when not trained on how to use it. 

6.2 Employees must use personal protective equipment according to the Company’s 
standard practices. 

6.3 Employees must abide by laws, traffic laws and the Company’s regulations regarding 
the use of vehicles. In case that Employees need to have a driver’s license in order to 
work and it is lost, Employees must report it to their supervisor immediately.   

6.4 In case that Employees possess hazardous objects or substances, such hazardous 
objects or substances must be stored, kept and used only as specified in the 
Company’s regulations and related laws. Also, Employees possessing them must be 
aware of the danger of such objects or substances. 

6.5 Employees must report to their supervisor and the Company’s Safety / Health & 
Environment Committee about unsafe or dangerous conditions which have 
happened or may happen, and also the cases which have already been reported but 
have not been corrected yet. Moreover, Employees must report accidents which 
have taken place immediately as specified by law, especially accidents which 
concern physical injury. 

6.6 When contacted by a public health and safety officer seeking permission to inspect 
equipment, tools, locations and work procedures, Employees must inform the 
Company’s Safety / Health & Environment Committee to provide coordination and 
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make an appointment. When the inspection is carried out, the Employee must 
cooperate with the public officer. 

  
6.1 Alcohol and Drug Use 

Employees’ successful functioning can be achieved from a clear brain and fast 
reactions. Being under the influence of alcohol drinks or drugs or using drugs inappropriately 
may impair the ability to work. Such behavior not only damages the Company’s reputation, but 
may also be a criminal offence. 

Code of Conduct 
6.1.1 Employees must not work while being under the influence of any alcohol drink or 

illegal drug or controlled substance.  
6.1.2 Employees must not consume alcohol drink during working hours since it may be 

harmful to them or other people, and it may affect the Company’s or their 
reputation. 

6.1.3 Employees must not possess, sell, use, produce or distribute any illegal drug or 
controlled substance. 

6.1.4 While working, Employees must not drive or travel by the Company’s or personal 
vehicle when under the influence of any alcohol drink, illegal drug or controlled 
substance. In addition, Employees must not keep any alcohol drink, illegal drug or 
controlled substance in the Company’s vehicle. 

6.1.5 While working, Employees must inform their supervisor if using any lawful drug or 
substance which may be harmful to themself or other people. 

6.2 Workplace Violence 

Code of Conduct 
6.2.1 Employees must not hurt, bear malice towards or threaten others.   
6.2.2 To prevent workplace violence, Employees must report to their supervisor, security 

guard and HR Department when encountering violent behavior or any behavior 
which may be harmful to other people’s health or life. 
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6.3 Weapons 

Code of Conduct 
Employees must not bring weapons into the workplace or the Company’s vehicles or 
while working for the Company unless permitted by the Company and have license to 
carry a weapon. 

 
7. Environmental Protection 

The Company pays attention to activities which have an impact on the environment and 
takes into account the health and safety of its employees and of the communities surrounding 
the areas where the Company operates. Thus, while working each day, Employees must always 
comply with the Company’s standards for environmental protection. 

CCooddee  ooff  CCoonndduucctt  
7.1 Employees must work with regard to environmental protection. 
7.2 Employees must comply with the regulations regarding environmental protection 

when using equipment or while working. 
7.3 Employees must comply with the laws or the Company’s policies regarding the 

management of hazardous objects or wastes. 
7.4 Employees must follow the pollution control system. 
7.5 Employees must participate in the Company’s projects concerning environmental 

protection and conservation such as its recycling project. 
7.6 Employees must consider the environmental impact of the Company’s purchases, 

such as substances which may be harmful, expenses and management methods, 
storage and disposal as well as opportunities to reuse. 

7.7 Employees must report to the Company’s Safety / Health & Environment Committee 
about the conditions which are unsafe or harmful to the environment, health or 
security of employees and other people such as spilling, leaking and other 
emergencies. 

7.8 When an Employee is contacted by a government officer or related officer seeking 
information or requesting to perform an environmental check, they must inform the 
Safety / Health & Environment Committee which has been assigned by the Company 
to provide coordination and make an appointment as well as cooperate. 
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Section 2: Protecting Our Company Assets 
 
1. Properties 
 The Company is trusted by its shareholders to manage the Company’s properties using 
appropriate methods such as procurement, possession and distribution since it has an effect on 
the assessment of the Company’s financial success. Thus, Employees must make use of the 
Company’s properties appropriately and efficiently and must also maintain them properly. 

Examples of properties are real estate, equipment, tools, inventory, parts, funds, 
computer systems, software, computers and computer equipment, vehicles, records or reports, 
properties and proprietary information, intellectual properties, confidential information, 
commercial information, e-mail or voice mail systems, etc. 

Code of Conduct 
1.1 If witnessing or realizing that the Company’s properties, such as public phone booths 

or cable cabinets, are damaged, Employees must report it to relevant persons in 
order to fix it.   

1.2 Employees must not take, use, sell, give, borrow, lend or distribute the Company’s 
properties without permission, regardless of value or condition. 

1.3 Employees must not intentionally damage, sabotage or destroy the Company’s 
properties. 

1.4 Employees must protect the Company’s properties from theft, misuse, destruction or 
sabotage. Related regulations must be observed. 

1.5 Employees must not use the Company’s properties for personal gain or for outside 
activities that are unrelated to the Company’s business, unless otherwise permitted 
by their supervisor. 
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2. Funds 
The management of Company’s funds has a direct impact on the Company’s overall 

financial success. Therefore, efficient management of funds will enable the Company to have a 
financial status which is sufficient to achieve its goals. It also prevents misuse of funds and 
corruption. For this reason, Employees should manage the Company’s funds with extreme 
prudence and care as it they were their own funds. Also, Employees should act ethically for 
maximum efficiency and benefits. 

Definition  

 Company’s funds include cash, checks, financial instruments, any documents or 
records with financial value, as well as any items of which value is equal to documents or 
records with financial value. 

         Examples of funds are cash, checks, credit cards, accounts receivable, accounts 
payable, bank drafts, receipts, money orders, postage stamps, revenue stamps, beneficiary 
forms, rights to money refund, lists of goods with money return, financial instruments, etc. 

Code of Conduct 

2.1 Employees must protect funds and comply with the policies concerning fund 
security. 

2.2 Employees must collaborate to use the Company’s funds in the manner that will 
contribute to the highest return. 

2.3 Employees must prepare records of fund lists and related lists accurately and 
honestly. Employees with the power to authorize must examine whether such records 
are accurate, complete and timely. The use of funds must be correct and appropriate 
in line with the regulations of the Company and of relevant authorities. 

2.4 Employees must not use the Company’s funds without being authorized to do so. 
2.5 Employees must not use the Company’s funds for personal interests.  

 

3. Records 
             The data recorded by Employees indicate the results of operations and create 
advantages in business. Complete, accurate and precise data will contribute to smooth 
operation, save costs and help define business strategies. These data also allow shareholders 
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to see the Employees’ commitment in working with prudence and integrity. Furthermore, many 
laws have determined severe penalties for data misuse, inaccurate data recordation and 
avoidance to record some important information in the Company’s records. 

Definition  

               Company’s records mean data or knowledge that the Company has acquired by 
purchasing, producing, procuring, reporting or other methods, including the information or 
knowledge that its employees have developed while working for the Company. 

   Examples of records are reports, time attendance records, withdrawal forms, privilege 
forms, invoices, receipts, payroll records, work profiles, customer profiles, proprietary or 
confidential information, confidential information on national security, measurement and 
performance records as well as other important information recorded both in the computers and 
documents, etc. 

CCooddee  ooff  CCoonndduucctt  
3.1 Employees must prepare the Company’s records accurately and precisely. 
3.2 Employees must not intentionally prepare false or erroneous reports or records. Also, 

they must not deliberately conceal information or present false or erroneous 
information to the Company. If encountering records with false or erroneous 
information, Employees must report it to their supervisor. 

3.3 Employees must not alter the Company’s records without prior approval. 
3.4 Employees must prepare the Company’s records in accordance with related 

domestic and international and / or standards. 
3.5 Employees must keep the Company’s records according to the laws, according to 

the Company’s policies and according to business needs.  
3.6 Employees must keep personal and proprietary information related to the Company’s 

employees, customers, vendors and investors protected and confidential when using 
it unless the information is revealed to persons who have obtained permission to use 
it for related purposes only. 
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3.7 When Employees spot a mistake in any document or account, they must report it to 
their supervisor immediately and correct it according to the supervisor’s order, by 
issuing credits, money compensation or other methods that are agreed upon. 
 

4.  Time 
The accurate records of attendance time and the efficient use of working time are 

important to customers and shareholders. Doing so allows one to see a difference between 
moderate work and excellent work which will give the Company an advantage in business 
competition. When Employees make the most of their time and do not allow external interests to 
intervene upon working time, the Company will gain an advantage amidst the increasingly 
severe competition. 

Definition 
         Working time means the period of time for work, business travelling, business activities 
or representing the Company. 

Code of Conduct 
4.1 Employees must work efficiently and effectively during working hours. 
4.2 Employees must record working time accurately and precisely. 
4.3 Employees must comply with the Company’s policy regarding work schedule. 
4.4 Employees must not spend or persuade colleagues to spend working time on 

activities unrelated to the Company’s business. 
 

5. Intellectual Properties 
Thoughts, concepts and other information that Employees come up with are considered 

valuable assets to the Company. These assets are the heart of new product development, and 
they stimulate the generation of new business opportunities. If Employees do not identify and 
protect these intellectual properties, the Company may lose its privileges and business 
advantages.  
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Examples of intellectual properties are technologies and innovations, both patented and 
non-patented, trademarks, commercial secrets, copyrighted information, etc. 

DDeeffiinniittiioonn  
5.1 Employees must protect the Company’s intellectual properties and must not reveal 

them without permission. 
5.2 Employees must protect intellectual properties by not using them inappropriately or 

illegally. When using any of them, be sure to use the seal or display the trademark or 

service mark or copyright symbol such as the use of  ®, TM, ©(201X),  , etc. 
5.3 Employees must inform the Company about discoveries, inventions (such as 

computer programs, technological inventions and innovations), as well as proprietary 
information, which have been developed during working hours in the Company or by 
using the Company’s resources.         

5.4 Employees must help the Company acquire patents and copyrights or protect 
trademarks which are the Company’s intellectual properties. 

 
6. Proprietary Information 

Proprietary information is important for commercial strategies just like intellectual 
property rights. Thus, Employees should realize that most of the information which has been 
developed by the Company or is owned by the Company is a secret which must not be 
disclosed without permission. The utilization and the storage of such information with extreme 
care significantly contribute to competitive advantages and ensure that the Company will be the 
leader in the market. 

DDeeffiinniittiioonn   
      Proprietary information means the information that the Company owns or controls which: 

 Is economically valuable for the Company, both at present and in the future 

 If revealed, it may be beneficial for competitors  

 Is not widely known and must not be disclosed publicly   
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Examples of proprietary information are inventions, innovations, programs, methods, 
techniques, discoveries, developmental and creative works, researches, customers’ and 
employees’ information, construction plans, strategies, new product and service information 
and other types of technology, business and marketing plans, sales and marketing information, 
etc.   

CCooddee  ooff  CCoonndduucctt  
6.1 Employees must manage, store and categorize the details of proprietary information 

according to the Company’s regulations. 
6.2 When Employees are about to share proprietary information with third parties, they 

must have written approval from their supervisor and the Company’s Legal 
Department. Furthermore, the third party must promise to not disclose such 
information to anyone else.  

6.3 In negotiations regarding proprietary information, Employees must be careful and 
must not let other people hear, overhear, eavesdrop or record the information. 
Particularly, they should not have the conversation in public, talk through all types of 
communication devices or mention it to family members, which may lead to the 
revelation of the proprietary information to other parties. 

6.4 After ceasing employment with the Company, Employees must not reveal, copy or 
remove proprietary information. 

6.5 Employees will receive proprietary information and/or confidential information of other 
people from the persons who have been authorized to reveal such information only 
after such Employees have obtained permission from their supervisor and the Legal 
Department. If this information is received from the Company’s competitors, the Legal 
Department should be notified immediately. 

6.6 Employees who receive proprietary information of our competitors should use such 
information only if this information is public or given written approval from the 
competitors. 

6.7 Employees must obtain permission from an authorized director before making any 
non-disclosure agreement or disclosure agreement. 
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7. Inside Information/Insider Trading 
Inside information plays a significant role in business since the Company can use this 

information to evaluate business opportunities and future profits. Nevertheless, the 
inappropriate use or distribution of inside information may negatively affect the Company’s 
business strategies and may ruin the advantage in business negotiations, which could result in 
the loss of opportunity to improve customer service. Moreover, the rule of the Securities and 
Exchange Commission and the regulation of the Stock Exchange of Thailand also specify that 
the use of inside information for security trading or the forwarding of inside information to other 
parties for such purpose is against the law. 

Definition 
Inside information is the information which is not disclosed to the public and may affect 

investors’ decision to buy or sell securities or any other method which is connected to security 
trading of related companies (such as the right to convert equity instruments). 

Examples of inside information are the information which has not been officially 
announced, the announcement regarding dividends, plans to issue or repurchase securities, 
reports of the Company’s business profits, negotiations to merge businesses, joint venture 
negotiations and negotiations regarding contracts, transactions and agreements with other 
companies which have not been disclosed to the public, etc. 

CCooddee  ooff  CCoonndduucctt   
7.1 Everyone must not disclose the inside information which is related to the Company or 

other companies to those who have no right to receive such information according to 
business regulations or agreements. 

7.2 In the conduct of negotiations that may constitute inside information, Everyone must 
be careful and must not let other people hear, overhear, eavesdrop or record the 
information. Particularly, you should not negotiate in public (such as in a taxi, 
conference room, expo, elevator, restaurant, toilet, golf course, etc.). Even a mobile 
phone conversation may be considered unsafe. 

7.3 Everyone must not disclose the inside information. 
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7.4 Everyone must not use the inside information of the Company or of other companies 
for security trading. Also, they must not share the information with other people for 
such purpose. 

 
8. Communications and Computer Systems 

Technology is the heart of the Company’s business. The Company’s customers have the 
right to expect not only quality service and network, but also the protection of customers’ data. 
Communications and computer systems are not only important for efficient business operation, 
but also play a major role in global communication and national security. Thus, the Company’s 
success also depends on the efficiency of appropriate protection and usage of communications 
and computer systems. 

Examples of communications and computer systems are communication devices such 
as telephones, message recorders, facsimiles, computer and computer network systems, 
switch equipment, data which enter the systems such as ID numbers and passwords, card 
access system checking equipment and passwords to enter and leave buildings. 

CCooddee  ooff  CCoonndduucctt  
8.1 Employees must keep secret and maintain the integrity of communications and 

computer systems, personal passwords, pass codes, log in codes as well as the 
Company’s technologies and data. Furthermore, they must not use these 
technologies without permission. 

8.2 Employees must use communications and computer systems responsibly and must 
not cause disharmony, damage other people, harm their morale or provoke 
unfriendliness in the workplace. 

8.3 Employees must not use communications and computer systems to carry out 
activities which are illegal or against the Company’s policies. Also, they must not 
use the internet or similar services in the way that might cause damage, 
embarrassment, lack of trust or defamation to the Company. 
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8.4 Employees should use the Company’s communications and computer systems for 
business purposes only.  
 
A personal usage from time to time (such as the use of telephone, voicemail, e-mail, 
fax, personal use of internet) can be done with permission from their supervisor 
under the following circumstances: 

 Must not affect work responsibilities and the Company’s business 

 Must not be involved with other businesses, special activities or other 
organizations (including the promotion of products as well as political or 
religious subjects) 

 Must not create inordinate expenses for the Company  

 Must not be against the standards of compliance with this Code of Conduct, 
the Company’s policies or its regulations. 

8.5 Employees must not connect a phone or any communication device to connecting 
points such as centralized switching nodes (CSN), remote concentrator units 
(RCU), cabinets (CAB), distribution points (DP) and/ or test points for personal 
purposes and/ or any other purposes which are not for the Company. 

8.6 Employees must record only accurate and truthful information in the Company’s 
communications and computer systems. 

8.7 Employees must search for, use, change, copy, delete or destroy proprietary 
information only with permission.  

8.8 Employees must keep confidential the recorded information or the data used for the 
communication via communications and computer systems. Also, such information 
must not be used (for example, phone information from customers, employees’ 
profiles) without specific permission from their supervisor as necessary for the 
business and in compliance with the law. 

8.9 Employees must protect the Company’s confidential information (by encryption 
technology) which is sent through public networks (such as the internet) to avoid 
the leakage of the Company’s confidential information. 
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8.10 Employees must use antivirus programs to scan new software, disks and folders 
which have been acquired through public networks (such as the internet) before 
installing or using them. 

8.11 Employees must only use software which has been approved from the IT 
Department. Public software or shareware may be used only with approval from the 
IT Department. 

8.12 When ceasing use of the computer temporarily or done working, for security 
Employees must sign out of the system or use a code to prevent other people from 
using it.   

8.13 Employees will follow and comply with the Company’s policies and regulations 
which concern the safety of communications and computer system network 
regularly. 

8.14 Employees must not facilitate or ignore any persons who attempt to exploit, access 
or disturb the Company’s computer systems, computer data and log files wrongfully 
or without permission from the Company, or deliberately support or allow such 
things to happen or exist, or commit wrongdoings according to computer laws, 
copyright laws or other related laws. 

8.15 Employees must not use communications and computer systems including social 
media programs (communication through social networks) such as Facebook, Line, 
etc. or e-mails for any improper purposes. 

Remark   
 The Company reserves the right to control the use of technologies such as computer 
system network, e-mail or voice mail in order to check and ensure proper usage and authorized 
access to the systems, and legitimate purpose for the Company’s business.   
 
9. Affiliate Transaction 
 While the Company and its Employees benefit from the integration of affiliates, the 
Company must also have standards which ensure its customers, Vendors, competitors and the 
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Company itself that they have equal opportunities in the market. Hence, the cost allocation 
regarding transactions between affiliates must be accurate and transparent.  
 
CCooddee  ooff  CCoonndduucctt  

9.1 Employees must create confidence that legal business operation between affiliates 
will serve mutual interests in line with business strategies or financial returns. 

9.2 Legal business operation between affiliates must have evident price basis. 
9.3 In business operations between affiliates, Employees must maintain a time record. 
9.4 The operation and involved expenses must be accurate and actual according to the 

laws, the Company’s standards and the accounting standards. 
 

10. Espionage and Sabotage 
Competitors or other parties who wish to damage the Company’s business and 

reputation may attempt to use improperly, misappropriate or destroy the Company’s properties. 
The Company’s business operation must strongly prevent espionage and sabotage so that 
customers are confident that they will receive continuous, interference-free services. It also 
must enhance service efficiency in the future.  

Examples of data which are prone to espionage and sabotage are computer 
passwords, security measures, locations where systems and equipment are installed, details of 
circuit layout, service recovery process and alteration of route of data transmission in 
emergency cases, confidential and national security information, technical and market research 
data, product development information, business plans, marketing plans and strategies, etc. 

Code of Conduct 
10.1 Employees will use and allow other people to use the Company’s information and 

properties only with permission and for the Company’s business interests only. 
10.2 Employees must strictly prevent those whose duties do not concern the confidential 

information from entering the areas where the data are stored. Employees must 
store such information in a safe place with strong protection after usage.  
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10.3 Employees must report to the Company’s Fraud & Cyber-Crime Department 
immediately when any unauthorized person attempts to access the confidential 
information or enter the Company’s restricted areas.   

 

11. Reputation 
The Company’s reputation in terms of customer service, service quality and fair dealing 

with customers allows the Company to have talented employees and loyal customers. The 
Company also gains approval from government agencies in control as well as its shareholders 
and creditors, all of which contribute to the Company’s successful business. Nevertheless, the 
hard-earned reputation can easily disappear just because of some inappropriate actions. Each 
time we conduct business with other people is a good opportunity to build the good reputation 
of the Company. Apart from that, the use of the Company’s trademarks continuously is an 
important matter which helps glorify the trademarks and the Company’s fame in the market with 
strong competition. If this use is not carried out continuously and completely, the Company’s 
trademarks might lose their popularity and will not remain in the memory of the public. 
Therefore, the Company’s future success relies on every Employee’s help to maintain the 
Company’s reputation to the utmost. 

Code of Conduct 
11.1 Employees must use the Company’s trademarks properly according to the 

regulations and must prevent inappropriate or unauthorized use of these valuable 
assets. Also, they must report to the Company’s Brand Management & 
Communication Department immediately if becoming aware of any misuse.    

11.2 For the distribution of information externally, Employees must comply with the 
Company’s policies, statuses and internal activities. 

11.3 Employees must collaborate with the Company’s PR Department and Legal 
Department in preparing oratories, articles and letters expressing opinions or other 
documents which will be distributed to the public in the name of the Company.  

11.4 For the making of souvenirs, the issuing of certificates or the organization of other 
promotional activities which require the use of Company’s name or are carried out 
in the name of the Company, Employees must obtain permission from the Brand 
Management & Communication Department in charge of the Company’s image.  
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11.5 Employees must make it clear that the things said or written which are unrelated to 
the Company’s business are not considered to be the Company’s opinions or 
carried out in the name of the Company.     

11.6 Employees must dress or wear a uniform as specified by the Company and must 
not wear the Company’s uniforms or attire when entering entertainment venues or 
places of amusement unless such visit is for work purposes.  

11.7 Employees must not act in a way that will cause damage to the Company or may be 
harmful to their colleagues or themself, either deliberately or recklessly. 
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Section 3: Customer Relations 
  
 A customer is a person who uses the Company’s products and services and offers 
returns in the form of product and service fees. The creation of good relationships with 
customers means to create a bond with customers by making them satisfied with the 
Company’s products and services continually. Employees should treat every customer as a 
“benefactor”. Any action of Employees may make customers dissatisfied, causing those 
customers to stop using or reduce the use of the Company’s products and services. Also, they 
may turn to support the Company’s competitors or express their dissatisfaction in public, which 
can damage the Company’s “image”. Thus, Employees must create and maintain a good 
relationship with every customer by complying with the Company’s Code of Conduct. 
  
1. Knowledge/Skills 
Code of Conduct 

1.1 Employees must totally know and understand the Company’s products and services. 
1.2 Employees must study and understand customers’ needs thoroughly before 

presenting products or services to them in order to respond to customers’ needs 
accurately. 

1.3 Employees must offer accurate and complete information to customers.  
1.4 Employees must be responsible, constantly searching for information and knowledge 

as well as accumulating work experiences to improve their services in order to 
increase customers’ or service users’ satisfaction.  

 
2. Quality and Productivity 
Code of Conduct 

2.1 Employees must present the Company’s products or services of which quality and 
standards match the Company’s requirements.  

2.2 Employees must treat customers with politeness and respect. Also, they must speak 
politely to customers according to the Company’s regulations. 

2.3 Employees must offer products and services to customers with integrity and fairness. 
Furthermore, they must not take advantage of or defraud customers. 

2.4 Employees must always be punctual and meet customers on time. 
2.5 Employees must try to offer products and services that exceed customers’ 

expectations. 
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2.6 Employees must offer reliable and trustworthy products and services. Also, 
Employees must always adhere to and keep their promise to customers. If 
Employees cannot proceed as promised, Employees must report the case to their 
supervisor in order to find a way to solve the problem. 

2.7 Employees must have good personality and dress neatly as required by the 
Company or to suit their duties and situations. Furthermore, Employees must keep 
their workplace neat and clean at all times. 

 
3. Attitude and Manner 
Code of Conduct 

3.1 Employees must have a good attitude towards customer service, pay full attention to 
their product and service offerings and do their very best, which will make their 
service valuable and efficient, leading to excellence. 

3.2 When customers have a problem or a complaint, Employees must pay attention and 
be prepared to listen to their problems with empathy. Employees must be willing to 
help with enthusiasm in order to impress customers. 

3.3 Employees must not show inappropriate behaviors towards customers, quarrel with 
customers or express negative emotions such as boredom, viciousness, annoyance, 
lack of interest or aggressiveness, etc. 

3.4 Employees must respect customers’ decisions and opinions.  
3.5 Employees must not offer benefit or ask customers for anything beyond the 

Company’s practices. 
3.6 Employees must not try to sell products and services of outside companies to 

customers unless otherwise permitted by the Company. 
3.7 Employees must not violate customers’ personal rights. For example, any action in a 

customer’s residence or office must be permitted by the customer first. 
3.8 Employees must not steal, break or damage customers’ properties.  
3.9 Employees must not contact customers if not for the tasks which have been assigned 

by the Company.  
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4. Communication 
    Code of Conduct 

4.1 Employees must present themselves as the Company’s staff member every time 
meeting or conversing with customers, by showing a staff ID card, name card, 
uniform or by verbal language.    

4.2 Employees must present the information or suggestions from customers to their 
supervisor. Employees can also express their opinions on how to improve work for 
the Company’s benefit. 
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Section 4: Fair Dealings with Others 
 
1. Customer Privacy/ Privacy of Communications 
 Since the Company offers products and services which are related to both the 
personal life and work life of customers, and since customers entrust their information, records 
and contacts with the Company, it is the Company’s responsibility to meet customers’ 
expectations that the privacy of their information will be strictly maintained. The search for new 
customers and the keeping of existing customers, therefore, depend upon the efficiency of data 
retention and the appropriate communications with customers. Thus, the Company must 
develop specific standards for the protection of data and communications with customers to 
earn their trust. 

Code of Conduct 
1.1 Employees must maintain customers’ privacy and data without getting involved with 

or violating any communication or data transfer unless such actions follow lawful 
orders. 

1.2 Employees must use customers’ information for the Company’s business purposes 
only. If a customer is a provider (direct or indirect) of telecommunication service, the 
customer’s information, orders, work procedures or services must not be used for 
promoting the Company’s marketing or sales. 

1.3 Employees must not eavesdrop or record customers’ conversations with others on 
the phone though data transfer or through non-voice communications, or reveal the 
existence or the contents of such conversations. 

1.4 Employees may access customers’ data and the information about family members, 
friends or other employees only with permission from their supervisor authorized by 
the Company. 

 
2. Suppliers and Other Representatives 

Vendors are essential for the Company’s overall success. For this reason, they are 
considered valuable partners. To enable to Company to buy products at fair and reasonable 
prices and to receive quality services, the Company must make its Vendors want to do business 
with the Company by creating good, honest and reliable relationships with them. In order to 
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maintain good relationships with its Vendors, Employees should treat them in the same way that 
the Company would like to be treated by the Vendors. 

Code of Conduct 
2.1 Employees must review and follow the Company’s relevant policies as well as find an 

appropriate approach before choosing Vendors. 
2.2 Before conducting business together, Employees must inform the Vendors about the 

duty to operate in line with the Company’s cultures and business ethics as well as 
related laws, regulations and policies. Moreover, Employees should ask for more 
information about the products and services to be provided by the potential Vendors. 

2.3 Employees must prepare a written contract or agreement with essential terms and 
details about the characteristics of work and responsibilities of the contracting 
parties. The contract must be sent to the Legal Department for its approval before 
signing. 

 
3. Creditors 

The support and trust from creditors are extremely important factors which enable the 
Company to build a solid financial foundation. The Company has a policy and mission to treat 
its creditors equally and fairly by providing them with complete information as well as strictly 
complying with the agreements. 
 
Code of Conduct 

3.1 Employees must honestly comply with all terms and conditions that the Company has 
given to its creditors under the defined terms and conditions, rules and laws. 

3.2 Employees must have the Company provide accurate and complete financial data 
and satisfy the debts on time. 

3.3 If there is any obstacle which makes it impossible to follow the conditions, Employees 
must inform the creditor immediately to find a solution together. 

3.4 Employees must control the quality of collateral. 
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4. Investors 
 Investors are another group of stakeholders who play an important role in the 
Company’s existence. They serve an important role in the success of fund-raising for business 
expansion. The continual contribution of investors is a reflection of the trust that the investors 
have for the Company. 

Code of Conduct 
 

4.1 Everyone must strive to conduct business honestly, fairly, and to their full capabilities 
for maximum benefit to all investors. Additionally, Everyone must always act 
responsibly toward investors, focusing on growing the business for long-term 
competitiveness and aiming to bring good returns to investors. 

4.2 Everyone must provide on an equally timely basis to all investors accurate, complete 
and transparent financial and non-financial data as required by the Stock Exchange 
of Thailand. 

4.3 Everyone must avoid using of any of the organization’s information which has not 
been disclosed to the public, directly or indirectly, for personal advantage or for the 
advantage of a third party. 
 

5. Entertainment, Gifts and Gratuities 
In business, the exchange of goodwill in some occasions such as the offering of gifts, 

banquet or entertainment are considered normal practices which express cordiality and build 
trust in conducting business together. However, Everyone must not allow these practices to 
affect their intentions and decisions. In situations where one is expected to have good 
discretion and act with neutrality, entertainment and gift offerings should be done appropriately 
without being extravagant. However, Everyone is forbidden to request or accept gratuities. 

Code of Conduct 
5.1 Everyone must refrain from requesting entertainment, gifts or gratuities for 

themselves or for other people from persons who do business with the Company. 
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5.2 When one is involved with the procedure to select Vendors, including those who are 
in control of, or have an influence on, or have the power to make a decision to enter 
into a contract with Vendors, one must not accept entertainment, gifts or gratuities 
which may influence the decision to select Vendors or to buy products. The 
exchange of goodwill in business at reasonable value will be appropriate when it has 
no intention to influence the decision to acquire, purchase or sell products or engage 
said Vendors. 

5.3 Everyone should be aware of the policy regarding the exchange of goodwill in 
business with a Vendor and must not make an offer which is against the Vendor’s 
policy. 

5.4 Employees must inform Vendors about the Company’s policy regarding the 
exchange of goodwill in business and the standards of practices. 

5.5 When one is in contact with government officials for business purposes, they must be 
aware of and comply with the standards of goodwill exchange in business of both 
parties by adhering to the stricter standards. 

5.6 Employees must keep records and inform their supervisor in the event that their 
family members or persons close to them receive gifts or gratuities from the 
Company’s Vendors or competitors. 

 
5.1  Entertainment 

Entertainment for business purposes and to help maintain business relationships such 
as banquets, charity works, sports events, holiday parties or feasts, various forms of 
entertainment including dramas, movies, concerts or festivals, etc. are acceptable but must be 
done in moderation and only from time to time. 

Code of Conduct 
5.1.1 Employees must obtain approval from their supervisor before inviting or accepting 

an invitation to attend events. 
5.1.2 Everyone should offer and/or accept entertainment which is a normal business 

practice only from time to time and in moderation. Such practice should not affect 
the business decisions and proper actions of them or their Vendor. 
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5.1.3 The entertainment offered or accepted should be in a reciprocal and moderate 
manner to avoid possible obligations. 

5.1.4 The value of the entertainment must not exceed 3,000 Baht per person per time.  If 
it is necessary to pay or accept the entertainment of which the value exceeds the 
mentioned amount, Employees must have written approval from their supervisor. 

 
5.2  Gifts 

Everyone must avoid offering or accepting gifts from other people, which might affect 
their business decisions in the name of the Company and may be improper. However, these 
gifts may be accepted when they are traditional gifts such as non-monetary gifts, items of which 
value does not exceed 3,000 Baht from the same source, items that are made for promotion 
purposes and have company names on them such as pens, hats and T-shirts, or items that are 
made for general distribution to employees or other customers of your Vendor’s company, etc. 

Code of Conduct 
 

5.2.1 Everyone may only offer or accept specific gifts that are offered to enhance the 
reputation of the Company and its Vendors. Also, the offer must not have an 
influence on business decisions/interests and must not be an improper action. 

5.2.2 Everyone should avoid accepting both monetary and non-monetary gifts. In case 
that it is difficult to avoid, such as a traditional gift, one may accept it if its value 
does not exceed 3,000 Baht. When the value of such gift exceeds 3,000 Baht, 
Employees must obtain written approval directly from their supervisor. 

5.2.3 Everyone must return a gift of which the value exceeds 3,000 Baht and politely 
explain that the acceptance of such gift is against the Company’s regulations. In 
case that gift is perishable or cannot be returned, one shall accept it in the name of 
the Company and donate it or share it with other employees. 

5.2.4 When Employees must do business overseas or in a different cultural setting which 
considers the exchange of goodwill in business by offering high-value gifts as good 
and appropriate business etiquette, Employees must report the offer and 
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acceptance of such gift to their supervisor immediately in order to record it as the 
Company’s asset. 

 
5.3 Gratuities 

Everyone should avoid accepting or offering gratuities which are more than usual from or 
to other people who are involved with the Company or will become the Company’s Vendor in 
the future. The gratuities which must not be accepted or offered include cash or items which 
can be exchanged into cash, loans, special privileges, personal help, benefits, services, trips to 
join a seminar, a visit or a field trip, payments or aids which may be considered bribery or 
interests, etc.                                                   

Code of Conduct 
5.3.1 Everyone must refrain from requesting, accepting or offering gratuities or making 

improper payments. Everyone must always keep in mind that the acceptance of 
such gratuities, either money or special help, may be considered bribery which is 
against the Company’ policies, Thai laws and international laws. 

5.3.2 From time to time Vendors may invite Employees to participate in out-of-town 
activities such as a site visit, seminar, conference or exhibition. Vendors may also 
offer to subsidize transportation or other material expenses for attending such 
activities. However, recognizing that there are situations where the Company may 
benefit from having Employees participate in such activities, the subsidy can be 
accepted with the prior written approval of the Employee's supervisor. 

 
6. Fair Competition 

The Company has a mission to compete against its business competitors. Strictly 
abiding by the law, the Company offers quality products and services and tries to maintain the 
trust of customers, Vendors and business competitors by conducting business with fairness 
and complying with business ethics. The Company’s entire business must be in accordance 
with related laws and regulations. It is the duty of every Employee to be aware of the Company’s 
standards, related laws and future laws which will affect their work. 
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Code of Conduct 
6.1 Employees must encourage the selling of the Company’s products and services by 

comparing them to those of the Company’s competitors fairly and truthfully without 
distorting facts. Furthermore, Employees must not make a false claim about the 
competitors as well as about their products and services. 

6.2 Employees must not engage in espionage and sabotage or bribe both current and 
future business competitors. 

6.3 Employees must avoid any contract or agreement which may unreasonably reduce 
or eliminate business competition. 

6.4 Employees must provide accurate and truthful information regarding the quality, 
capacity, attributes and readiness to sell products and offer services in an 
announcement, advertisement and public dissemination. 

6.5 Employees must accept a customer’s decision to purchase products and services 
from our competitors and will still provide quality service, at the same level as other 
services which we still offer, to this customer. 

6.6 Employees must not treat any competitor in a particular way compared to how other 
competitors are treated in terms of quality, testing, installation and maintenance in 
the offering of transmission media service. 

 
7. Competitive Information 

The compilation of data relating to the market and of data concerning our competitors’ 
products and services is essential and appropriate. The Company wishes to compete with 
fairness and avoid making an agreement or a memorandum of understanding which appear to 
be inappropriate. Thus, in the gathering of competitive information, the Company must comply 
with applicable laws, ethics and manners which are accepted among businesses. 

Code of Conduct 
7.1 Employees may gather competitive information from the following sources: 

 Open news sources such as published articles, advertisements, public 
information, newspapers, journals and other public media.  
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 Commercial and industrial activities such as expositions, conferences and other 
commercial activities. 

 Competitors’ research (Where there is a data compilation from competitors’ 
research, the results of which are revealed publicly. When using such research 
results, the Employee must not claim that the results are from their work.) 

 Results of commercial data surveys by advisory groups which have gained 
acceptance 

 Data which have been prepared for customers and the general public 
 Agreements which are specifically made with customers 

7.2 Employees must not seek the competitors’ commercial secrets or proprietary 
information by unlawful methods such as stealing, espionage or violation of an 
agreement not to disclose competitors’ information, whether such information derives 
from customers or other people. 

 
8. Former Employees 

Due to the relationships between the Company and former employees who have been 
retired or resigned to pursue other careers, the contracting or the hiring of former employees 
may cause other people to misbelieve that there is unfairness or bias in employment. In case 
that the Company has to rehire or make contracts with former employees, the Company must 
consider quality and capability as the main criteria. The Company has determined specific 
criteria for the employment of former employees for fairness and transparency. Additionally, the 
Company has established an HR policy regarding the period of termination before rehiring 
former employees. 

Code of Conduct 
8.1 If intending to hire or make a contract with former employees, Employees must first 

consult with the HR Department to learn about the terms regarding the period of 
termination. 

8.2 Employees must not purchase products and services from a former employee 
whether he/she sells such products and services in his/her own name or in the name 
of another company unless that person’s employment with the Company has been 
terminated for more than one year or such purchase has been approved by the CEO. 
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Section 5: Working with the Government 
 

Government Relations 
 Contacting government officials, whether the government agency is a customer or an 
authority, is important for the Company’s continual success. Therefore, Employees should avoid 
any misconduct or actions that exert influence or government agencies, officials and employees 
to obtain undeserved benefits. Disregard of the Code of Conduct may cause government 
officials, companies and Employees to be punished by law. Thus, Employees should study 
laws, regulations and standard practices of government agencies. Also, Employees should 
create good governmental relationships based on honesty, respect and trust for one another as 
well as the Company’s ethical standards. 

Code of Conduct  
1) Employees must study and understand the regulations which are used as the principles 

of government works, both written and unwritten ones.   
2) Employees must comply with the Company’s anti-corruption policy and measures as 

stipulated in Section 6.   
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Section 6: Anti-Corruption  
 

The Company has created and maintained an organizational culture which adheres to 
the principle that all types of corruption are forbidden and unacceptable. Therefore, Everyone 
is prohibited from participating in any form of corruption, either directly or indirectly, whether it is 
for the benefit of themselves, or of their family members, friends or acquaintances. Also, it is 
Everyone’s duty to strictly abide by the anti-corruption measures without offering or accepting 
bribes in all kinds of business operations. The Company’s operation and contact with the 
government sector must be transparent, honest and in accordance with applicable laws. 

Definition 

               Corruption means exercising power acquired from duty to seek personal benefits in 
any form by persuading, offering, promising, asking, forcing or convincing a person to request, 
to accept or to agree to accept the giving of an asset, the offer to give an asset or the 
agreement to give an asset, whether it is money or benefit, for oneself or for other people in 
return for convincing or after having convinced any civil servant, employee, representative or 
any person who acts for or in the name of a government official, government agency, private 
agency or person in authority, either directly or indirectly, to make such person commit or not 
commit an act, omit an act, delay an act or commit any act in his/her position, whether such act 
is proper or improper by duty or by law or not, which directly or indirectly generates business 
opportunities, business acquisition or maintenance, or generates other inappropriate business 
interests, or generates illegitimate interests for oneself or for other people unless the laws, rules, 
announcements, regulations, local traditions or commercial traditions allow such act.  
 
1. Political Support 
 Political support means the offering of either monetary or non-monetary support to 
politicians or political parties. Non-monetary support includes the lending or donation of 
equipment, the offer of free services or the encouragement for employees to participate in 
political activities in the name of the Company to acquire business advantages. 
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Code of Conduct 
1.1 Everyone has a personal right and freedom to participate in political activities under 

the provisions of the constitution. However, one must not cite the Company’s name or 
make use of the Company’s position, funds, time, materials, equipment or facilities to 
benefit any political action or to personally assist and support political candidates or 
organizations. 

1.2 Everyone must abstain from giving opinions in the name of the Company regarding 
public subject matters unless assigned to do so according to the Company’s 
regulations. 

1.3 Everyone must abstain from forcing colleagues to support political campaigns of 
political party members, political parties or political party committees. 

1.4 Everyone must abstain from carrying out political activities inside the Company and 
using any of the Company’s resources to carry out such activities. 

 
2. Charitable Donations and Sponsorships 

Charitable donations in the form of financial aid or in other forms such as the giving of 
knowledge and time as well as money support to promote the business and enhance the 
Company’s image must not adversely affect the Company’s business decisions. 

Sponsorship is a method of promoting business which is different from charitable 
donations. It can be done to promote the businesses, trademarks or reputation of the Company.  

Code of Conduct 

2.1 Giving or accepting charitable donations must be carried out with transparency to 
benefit the society or to be in line with the objectives of corporate social responsibility 
(CSR). The procedure and control of disbursement will be clear and concise. There 
will be an audit to see whether it is a charitable activity with an appropriate approval 
process to ensure that it will not be used as a channel for corruption. 

2.2 Such donations must be for charity and must not be involved with the interests of any 
person or organization except for customary practices of recognition such as the 
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presentation of trademarks, the announcement of names at events or the 
appearance in PR media, etc. 

2.3 Anyone wishing to make a charitable donation or offer money support in the name of 
the Company must prepare a record specifying the names of the organizations or 
recipients of donation or support, the objectives of donation or support, as well as the 
documents seeking approval from the relevant authority.  

2.4 Donations or sponsorships must be delivered to legal organizations, not to people in 
general, and must not adversely affect the Company’s business decisions. 

2.5 Donations or sponsorships exceeding 100,000 Baht require the approval of the CFO 
and comply with the spending regulations of the Company. 

 
3. Gifts, Hospitality and Others 

The Company is committed to conducting business with honesty and integrity under 
the provisions of applicable laws and criteria to maintain the Company’s reputation. The 
Company considers that, under virtuous traditions and morality, the creation of good 
relationships with Vendors is an important matter which will bring about continual success.  
Also, the exchange of goodwill in business in some occasions is the expression of mutual trust 
and gratitude. Nevertheless, the Company does not support the improper acceptance and 
offering of gifts, assets or other benefits which may affect business decisions, cause the 
Company to lose its interests and is prone to corruption. 

Code of Conduct 

The acceptance of gifts, gratuities, rewards, entertainment or hospitality, as well as 
other expenses, should be in accordance with the criteria in Section 4 of the Company’s Code 
of Conduct regarding entertainment, gifts and gratuities. Moreover, the Company has adopted 
control and report procedures to ensure that Employees follow correct practices according to 
the Company’s guidelines. 

 
4. Facilitation Payment 
 Facilitation payment means to pay a small amount of money to a business sector in 
contact to speed up the process or to ensure that there will be an operation according to such 
person’s duty. It is a payment which exceeds the rate specified by law (if any). 
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Code of Conduct   

 Facilitation payment is forbidden. 

 

5. The Measure to Protect Those Who Refuse Corruption 

The Company upholds justice and protects those who refuse corruption by setting up 
the following protection measures: 

5.1 The matter will be kept confidential without being disclosed to unrelated parties. 
5.2 A person with authority is forbidden to force or threaten those who refuse corruption 

either directly or indirectly. 
5.3 Such matter will not cause those who refuse corruption to be punished, demoted or 

otherwise negatively affected, even if such refusal will cause the Company to lose 
business opportunities. 

5.4 If the person with authority over those who refuse corruption discriminates against 
them due to such matter, the Company will consider that the person exercising 
authority over them has violated the anti-corruption policy and may be punished, as 
appropriate. 
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Section 7: Anti-Money Laundering 
 

Anti-Money Laundering 
To conduct business, the Company will use funds from lawful sources and will comply 

with the laws that are related to anti-money laundering. The Company will not receive money 
transfers or alter the condition of assets or encourage the receiving of money transfers or the 
alteration of the conditions of assets which are related to wrongdoings, so as to prevent any 
person from using the Company’s business to transfer, conceal or disguise the sources of 
assets or making use of the Company’s financial transactions for money laundering purposes. 

Definition 

Money Laundering means any transaction intended to hide or conceal the actual 
illegitimate nature of the acquisition, origin, transaction or transfer, which illegally obtained 
money or asset appears to be lawful money or asset, or cannot be proved to be ill-gotten gains. 

Evidence of money laundering 

 Unusual remittance to the foreign country or from any country that is not involved with 
such transaction. 

 Unusually complicated business structure. 

 Payment methods in the agreement which do not show the actual purpose or have an 
unusual payment connection. 

 Requested remittance to an unknown account. 

 Payment by draft which cannot identify the relationship of the payer, unless it is a normal 
condition set by the financial institution. 

 Business partner or a party provides incomplete or misleading information or is reluctant 
to provide information. 
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Code of Conduct 
7.1 Before making a transaction with a person in the name of the Company, Employees 

should be aware of the source of the money. 
7.2 Employees should know for certain that the person conducts lawful business. 
7.3 In case that the payment is made in cash or an item of which value equals cash, 

Employees must have a document which clearly confirms the payment and recipient. 
7.4 When making a payment, Employees must pay the contracted party or the person 

who is specified in the contract as the receiver of money. Payment must not be made 
through a person or channel from an unclear source unless such action complies 
with related laws.  

7.5 If becoming aware of an unusual transaction which might be money laundering, 
Employees must immediately report it to their supervisor or to the Legal Department. 
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Chapter 4 
Penalties 

       Everyone must be aware of, understand and strictly comply with the Company’s Code 
of Conduct. Anyone alleged to have offended, violated or committed any act in violation of the 
Code of Conduct may be investigated and receive disciplinary action. If such act is a serious 
wrongdoing, they may be dismissed according to the Company’s regulations, disciplines, 
announcements or orders. In addition, they may be punished by applicable law. 
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Chapter 5 
Complaint Acceptance 

   The duty of Human Resources Compliance & Assurance is to provide advice and 
accept complaints. It will accept the complaint, gather and investigate the facts, and then 
consider and judge the matter. This information which concerns the complainant, the accused, 
the complaint and the witnesses will be kept confidential. Everyone and stakeholders can file a 
complaint directly to the following address:   

Human Resources Compliance & Assurance 
True Corporation Public Company Limited  
True Tower   
18 Ratchadapisek Rd., Huai Khwang  
Bangkok 10310 
Tel.:  02-6992023 
E-mail: CodeofConduct@truecorp.co.th 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:CodeofConduct@truecorp.co.th
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Appendix 
 

Guidelines to Communicate the Code of Conduct  
 

 Directors, executives and all employees must understand and follow the Code of 
Conduct. 

 Everyone can review the Code of Conduct from the document that is provided by HR and 
from the HR website.  Everyone must acknowledge following the Code of Conduct by 
signing the Letter of Acknowledgment and Compliance in the fourth quarter of every year.  

 New employees must attend the training course regarding the Code of Conduct and pass 
a test. 

 Anyone who violates the Code of Conduct may receive disciplinary action. 

 To have the Code of Conduct updated and aligned with business and social situations, 
including any change of relevant laws and regulations, the Company will review and 
revise the Code of Conduct as appropriate and communicate revisions to everyone.  
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Letter of Acknowledgment and Compliance 
 

      Date...........Month...........................Year................. 
 
 
 
 I, Mr./ Mrs./ Miss................................................................................................................... 

Employee Code....................................Position................................................................................ 

Field..........................................................Department..................................................................., 

acknowledge that I am aware of and agree to comply with the True Code of Conduct as 
specified in the Company’s Code of Conduct manual.   

            I am fully aware that, if I commit any act which is the violation of the True Code of 
Conduct, I am subject to receiving appropriate disciplinary action. 

 

 
                     .......................................................... 
                        (                                              ) 
                       Employee 
 

..........................................................                   
                                                                              (                                               ) 
                                      Position................................ 
                                                                                            Supervisor 
 
 


